
 

  



UNIT 4.4 – INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

COMPARISON  

The Intermolecular forces (forces between molecules) and weaker than Intramolecular forces (chemical bonds 

within an individual molecule. 

Water changing from a solid, to a liquid, to a gas, is a result of intermolecular forces changing, not the chemical 

bonds within the molecules. 

 The slightly negative part of the molecule is attracted to the 

slightly positive part of the molecule. 

 

 

 

The strength of intermolecular forces is determined by the strength of the electrostatic attraction between the 

molecules. This is determined by polarity, and the size of the atoms. 

VAN DER WAALS FORCES 

Van der Waals forces are the three types of intermolecular forces that we believe exist today. 

Hydrogen bonds > dipole-dipole forces > London forces 

LONDON FORCES 

London forces exist in all molecules. 

Even though non-polar molecules do not have a distinctive positive end and negative end, they still have an 

instantaneous or temporary dipole moment. This is because electrons are not locked in place, so at any time 

they could be more electrons at one side of the molecule than the other, creating a temporary dipole. 

 

INDUCED DIPOLES 

Once a temporary dipole has been formed, it influences the orientation of the electrons in molecules close to 

it (chain reaction). This is because electrons in neighbouring molecules will be rebelled by the negative dipole. 



NUMBER OF ELECTRONS 

The greater number of electrons, the larger the distance between the valence shell and the nucleus. This 

means the electron cloud can be polarized more easily = higher boiling point. 

SIZE (VOLUME) OF THE ELCTRON CLOUD 

In a large electron cloud, the attraction of electrons to the nucleus will not be as great as in a smaller electron 

cloud. Hence a higher boiling point. 

 

SHAPES OF MOLECULES 

In molecules with a larger surface area, the boiling point will be higher as more interactions can take place 

with the electrons.  

 

DIPOLE-DIPOLE FORCES 

These forces exist only within polar molecules, which have permanent dipoles. It’s the attraction between the 

positive end of one dipole and the negative end of another dipole.  

 

 



HYDROGEN BONDING 

Hydrogen bonding can occur between molecules when there is a H-F, an O-H, or an N-H bond present. 

 

Remember that we are still talking about intermolecular forces and not 

chemical bonds. 

 

 

Hydrogen bonds are represented by the three dots though dashes are sometimes used. 

Examples: 

a) Water molecules, H20 

b) Ammonia molecules, NH3 

c) Hydrogen fluoride molecules, HF 

d) Water molecules and dimethyl ether molecules, (CH3)2O 

 

 


